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When the Sunday New York Times arrived, one of the first things I (Nancy) turned to
during the pandemic was the crafts column in the At Home section. In fact, I was
inspired to create a column for it, about a newspaper craft that is also a math
puzzle, specifically for the holiday of either Flag Day or Independence Day.

Just as we were about to send it at the beginning of June 2021, we were extremely
disappointed to see that the section had been discontinued. So instead of a puzzling
craft, we redesigned our article as a crafty puzzle.

Check out the JRMF Fold-and-Cut Flag video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJlJT6cUPnc and read this booklet to see how to fold
and cut stars with one straight cut.

Nancy Blachman
nancy.blachman@jrmf.org

Skona Brittain
skona@sbfamilyschool.com

Fold-And-Cut Flag

You’ve probably done paper crafts before. This is a paper puzzle — that is, it’s both
a puzzle and a craft — a classic fold-and-cut puzzle with a star-spangled twist! In
honor of Flag Day on June 14, Independence Day on July 4, Memorial Day, or
Labor Day, make your own version of a United States flag out of paper. We
recommend using tissue paper, since it is thin and hence easy to fold and to cut
through multiple layers, and it comes in red, white and blue.

According to legend, George Washington asked Betsy Ross to sew a flag with
six-pointed stars, thinking that five-pointed stars would be too difficult. But Besty
Ross was an expert fold-and-cut puzzle solver! By folding a piece of fabric, she was
able to produce a symmetric five-pointed star with a single cut.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJlJT6cUPnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJlJT6cUPnc
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Before attempting to cut out five-pointed stars, let’s try some simpler shapes.

Materials
● Paper

○ preferably tissue paper - blue for the outline of the star(s) and red
for the stripes

○ regular paper works fine for the first few shapes
○ solid white paper for the background of the US flag and behind

the star(s)
● A ruler or straight edge
● A protractor (only for the latter parts of this activity)
● A writing implement, preferably a marker
● Scissors

1. Draw a 6” square. We’re going to cut it out with just one straight
cut. I used graph paper below to make it easier to draw a square.

2. Fold the square in half.
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3. Then fold the visible rectangle in half in the other direction.

4. Next, fold the resulting square in half diagonally.

5. Cut along a visible straight line drawn.
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6. Unfold the page. Notice the whole 24”-perimeter square was cut
with a single 3” straight cut.

7. Can you cut out a square with fewer folds?
8. Now draw a non-square rectangle on your paper and try folding it

so that you can cut it out with a single straight cut. It takes the
same number of folds as the square we did, but in this case part
of the cut goes through 8 layers and part goes through only 4.
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9. Next try an isosceles triangle, a triangle that has 2 sides of the
same length. How many folds do you need?

10. Now on to a stellar shape with 12 sides. Can you cut this
six-pointed star with a single straight cut? With how many folds?
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11. How do you think Betsy Ross cut out the five-pointed stars she
sewed onto the United States flag?

We encourage you to experiment. Hint: The solution takes 4 folds
and is included later in this article.

After you’ve mastered it, on blue tissue paper cut out a star and
use the remaining background for the upper left corner of the
United States flag.

12. Finally, fold red tissue paper and simultaneously cut 7 strips of
equal width with a single cut. Use them for the 7 red stripes in the
United States flag.

13. Lay out the stripes and star on a white paper like this. Amaze
people by telling them you made the whole thing with only 2
straight cuts!
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Since your flag is not being made for the US. Federal
government, legally (and luckily) its size, ratios, hues and
numbers do not need to adhere to government specification. But if
you’re feeling especially ambitious, you can make a flag like the
one made by Betsy Ross. In fact, all 13 stars in the circle can
even be created simultaneously with one straight cut! (Instructions
based on The Colonial Flag on pages 33-34 of Paper Capers by
Gerald M. Loe are included later in this booklet.)

14. Send us photographs of your stars and flags or ideas for other
mathematical crafts. Email us at info@jrmf.org.

Authors: Nancy Blachman is the founder of the Julia Robinson Mathematics Festival
and author of the free JRMF booklet Fold-and-Cut Challenges. Skona Brittain was
the mathemalinguist at JRMF and runs math circles in Santa Barbara, which
occasionally do fold-and-cut challenges.

Solutions

Here is one way to cut out a five-pointed star with one straight cut.

1. Draw a five-pointed star. (You can trace the one on the previous page.)

https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title4/chapter1&edition=prelim
mailto:info@jrmf.org
http://jrmf.org
https://www.jrmf.org/booklets/10-foldandcut
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2. Fold along the center of one of the points.

3. Fold the half-point so that it covers the top half of the visible adjacent point.

4. Then fold between the two visible points of the star so that one of them is
on top of the other.

5. Fold in half so that all the outline lines are now on top of each other.
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6. Cut along the outline segment of the star that is visible.

Next are instructions for folding and cutting a five-pointed star, and also 5
five-pointed stars at once, from Paper Capers by Gerald M. Loe. These do not
require first drawing an outline of the star but they do require a protractor for
measuring angles.
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Five-pointed Star

An 8½” by 11” sheet of regular paper will work for a single star. Fold it in half to
create an 8½” by 5½“ rectangle.

Folded edge is on the bottom

On the folded edge of the paper, about halfway between the left and right edges of
the page, just above the fold, put a mark and label it O. Just above the fold to the far
left of O, write A, and on the far right side of O, write B. Then measure 36 degrees
(why 36 degrees?) from OA and draw a line and label the end point C. Also draw
lines at 72 degrees and 108 degrees, and label them as shown below.

Folded edge

Fold OB up to OC and crease at OD. Since label B is now not visible, we wrote a B
and underlined it to indicate that the original B is on the other side.
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Fold OA up, creasing along OC. Labels C, A, and D are underlined to indicate that
the original labels are on the other side of the folded paper.

Fold edge OD to OC and crease at OA.
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To cut out a ring of five stars, proceed to the instructions in the next section (under
the heading Ring of Five Stars). To cut out a single five-pointed star, next draw a
line at 18 degrees from OC to OA and then cut along the line.
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Rings of Five Stars

Fold a 15” x 20” sheet of tissue paper into the form used for making a five-pointed
star.  Start by folding it in half to create a 15” by 10” rectangle and then follow the
directions as described above.

Crease the item through the middle of the point by folding and unfolding.
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Then make a fold about 4½” from the apex (the tip on the left) so that the apex lies
on that crease, centered between the sides.

Next fold B down to the bottom edge and crease.
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Fold C up by folding along AB. Draw a line 2½” from side AB at 18 degrees to AC.

Cut along the line and carefully unfold.
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If the cut is made 18 degrees from the opposite side of the point (side AC) instead,
then the stars will be rotated so that they point toward the center of the paper.
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Ring of Thirteen Stars

In order for you to see the writing on the paper, we use white tissue paper, but for
the flag, you can use blue tissue paper and place it on a white background.

Fold a 20” x 20” sheet in half. On the folded edge of the page, halfway between the
left and right edges of the page, just above the fold, put a mark and label it O. Just
above the fold to the left of O, write A, and on the right side of O, write B. Then
measure 13.5 degrees from OA and draw a line and label the end point C.

Fold OB to OC and label a point on the crease D.

Now bring OD to OC and label a point on the crease E.
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Fold OA over OC and crease at OC.

Fold edge OE to OA and label a point on the crease G.

Fold edge OG over to OC, crease at OF and you will have a long wedge-shaped
paper. On one side of the wedge is a single fold and on the other are two folded
edges. Measure 7” from the tip (labeled O) of the edge on the side with two folded
edges (lower edge of the photo) and measure 36 degrees from that edge to the
upper left corner.

Here’s what the folded paper now looks like.
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Now bring up and fold so that the edge OA is at 36 degrees along the line that you
just drew.

Now fold side C down along OA.
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Next fold D along AC.

Measure 1¼” from A on AC and 18 degrees as shown. Then cut along that line,
which may not be easy since you will be cutting through 130 sheets of paper! (You
can use a paper cutter.)
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Here is the result:
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About the Julia Robinson Mathematics Festival

I was fortunate to have spent time playing with mathematical
puzzles with my father, a physicist, who facilitated my explorations.
I had fun and absorbed a nontrivial amount of mathematics.

Many students don’t have a parent like my father, so I founded an organization to
inspire joy in mathematics through exploration and collaboration. The organization,
named after Julia Robinson, develops activities and engages educators and
students through festive events.

The Julia Robinson Mathematics Festival hosts festive in-person (and now digital)
events to inspire students both in math classes and outside of school. At Festivals,

there are many activities, puzzles, games, and problems.
Facilitators guide and encourage students. Participants
collaborate and discover mathematical concepts that they
may not have learned in their math classes. They learn quite
a bit by exploring, even if they don’t figure out solutions to
problems. Problem solving is a valuable skill in life and in
work, especially for people working in STEM.

Nancy Blachman, Founder, Julia Robinson Mathematics Festival

“I love that each task is 'low floor, high ceiling', so initially accessible to all pupils of
any ability but then offering greater depth and exploration for pupils who need that
extra challenge. Often they have gone away to continue the problems in their own
time at home, which certainly doesn't happen with their regular homework tasks!”
–Dan Whelan, Head of JS Maths, Magdalen College School, Oxford, U.K.

“Many of these activities also offer opportunities to explore “why” a pattern or
solution works the way it does. Not only that, but they are actually fun and children
ask to come back to them again and again because they are not "one and done"
activities” –Maya Sissoko, Founder wholechildedu.com

Check out activities at jrmf.org/puzzle. Participate in a Festival or a Math Circle
whether you are young or young at heart. Register online for the upcoming events
at jrmf.org/events and for the JRMF Community Math Circle at
jrmf.org/events/jrmf-community-math-circle/.

“JRMF really gets it right. Usually the best parts of mathematics are kept away from
the public, as if you needed to be a mathematician to get to the fun stuff! It’s
refreshing to see a festival that brings this stuff to light, and in such a relaxed
atmosphere. If you’re lucky enough to have a JRMF near you, don’t miss it! It’s the
best math party around.” –Vi Hart, Mathemusician, youtube.com/user/ViHart

https://www.wholechildedu.com/
http://jrmf.org/puzzle
http://jrmf.org/events
http://jrmf.org/events/jrmf-community-math-circle/
https://youtube.com/user/ViHart

